Subway Tile
Wind Mill's Subway Tile is
functional slatwall featuring
custom machining and groove
treatments delivering that
distinctive subway tile look.
Wind Mill Slatwall Products
is the exclusive manufacturer
of Anchor™ Core retail display
panels.
Strength is equal to beauty;
Anchor™ Core is 50% stronger
than slatwall made with medium
density fiberboard (MDF) core.
For Information and sample
request please visit:
www.windmillslatwall.com
or call 800.548.7528 to speak
with a Project Manager.
Consult our expert Project Managers for all
custom projects.

Designer Series: Subway Tile
 Made with Anchor™ Core
 Customized finishes
 A variety of configurations
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Subway Tile Installation Instructions
using Wind-Cleat™
1.		Determine location where panels will be installed. Use a level to draw a
straight line at desired height.
2 .	When installing over drywall use a stud finder to mark the center of each stud
on the pre drawn level line.
3.		 Attach Wind Mill’s Wind-Cleat™ in desired location on wall.
4.		 Attach Wind Mill’s Wind-Cleat™ across the back of Subway Tile panel.
5.		 Slide the Subway Tile panel onto the Wind-Cleat™

Accessories
Accessories provide
the ability to create personalize
organization providing a simple way to
arrange and rearrange products. Use
shelves, baskets, and various hooks to
meet your organizational needs.

Necessary Tools
	
Safety goggles
	
Tape measure
	
Stud finder
	
Level
	
Standard drywall screws
	
Drill (screw gun)

Subway Tile Wind-Cleat™ System

Safety First
Use all tools according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
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The back of Subway
Tile interlocks with
pre mounted wall
partner
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Push Subway Tile
down to interlock
with pre mounted
wall partner

Do's and Dont's
	
DO distribute weight equally on the
panels.
	
DO use tools per manufacturer’s
recommendations.
	
DON'T climb, hang, or step on accessories.
	
DON'T overload accessories with
additional weight.
	
DON'T drop heavy items on
accssories.

Wind-Cleat™
wall partner
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